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PREFACE 
HSC is the cornerstone of a student’s career as it opens up the doors to turn their dreams into reality. 

It acts as a platform for students to specialise in a field that interests them the most. However, to achieve this 

it becomes imperative to get into the details of each subject and to clarify its fundamentals. Adequate 

knowledge base thus helps students to boost their self-confidence and pave their way up in the final 

examinations.       
 

It is rightly said, ‘Practice makes a man perfect’. Keeping this in mind, we are proud to introduce                  

HSC 25 Question Papers & Activity Sheets With Solutions. This set of question papers provides students a 

thorough practice for preparation of their final examinations. The book consists of 20 Model Question Papers 

and 5 Board Question Papers (March 2022) in all; based on Physics, Chemistry, Mathematics and Statistics, 

Biology and English (a set of four model question papers for each subject). Along with these question papers, 

we’ve provided Model Answers with relevant marks so as to make sure that students understand the 

importance of each question. Board Question Papers of March 2022 have been provided to offer students a 

glimpse of the types of questions asked in Board examination and their solutions are given through QR Code 

in pdf format. 
 
We have also included Smart Tips which would ensure an overall good score of the students in the 

examination. Smart Tips serve several purposes such as giving students an insight as to how to approach a 

question, making them aware of commonly made mistakes, cracking a question by efficient lateral thinking and 

demonstrating easy methods to cross-verify the answer. 
 

The journey to create a complete book is strewn with triumphs, failures and near misses. If you think we’ve 

nearly missed something or want to applaud us for our triumphs, we’d love to hear from you. 
 
Please write to us on: mail@targetpublications.org  
 
A book affects eternity; one can never tell where its influence stops. 
  

Best of luck to all the aspirants! 
 

Publisher 
 
Edition: Third 
  

Disclaimer 
 
This reference book is transformative work based on textual contents published by Bureau of Textbook. We the publishers are making this reference book which constitutes 
as fair use of textual contents which are transformed by adding and elaborating, with a view to simplify the same to enable the students to understand, memorize  and 
reproduce the same in examinations. 
 
This work is purely inspired upon the course work as prescribed by the Maharashtra State Board of Secondary and Higher Secondary Education, Pune. Every care has been 
taken in the publication of this reference book by the Authors while creating the contents. The Authors and the Publishers shall not be responsible for any loss or damages 
caused to any person on account of errors or omissions which might have crept in or disagreement of any third party on the point of view expressed in the reference book.  
 
© reserved with the Publisher for all the contents created by our Authors. 
 
No copyright is claimed in the textual contents which are presented as part of fair dealing with a view to provide best supplementary study material for the benefit of 
students.    
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Paper Pattern 
 

PHYSICS : PAPER PATTERN 
• There will be one single paper of 70 Marks in Physics.
• Duration of the paper will be 3 hours.

Section A: (18 Marks) 
This section will contain Multiple Choice Questions and Very Short Answer (VSA) type of questions. 
There will be 10 MCQs and 8 VSA type of questions, each carrying one mark. 
Students will have to attempt all these questions.  

Section B: (16 Marks) 
This section will contain 12 Short Answer (SA-I) type of questions, each carrying 2 marks. 
Students will have to attempt any 8 questions. 

Section C: (24 Marks) 
This section will contain 12 Short Answer (SA-II) type of questions, each carrying 3 marks. 
Students will have to attempt any 8 questions.  

Section D: (12 Marks) 
This section will contain 5 Long Answer (LA) type of questions, each carrying 4 marks. 
Students will have to attempt any 3 questions. 

Distribution of Marks According to the Type of Questions 
Type of Questions 

MCQ 1 Mark each 10 Marks 
VSA 1 Mark each 8 Marks 
SA - I 2 Marks each 16 Marks 
SA - II 3 Marks each 24 Marks 
LA 4 Marks each 12 Marks 

No. Topic Name Marks Marks with option 
1 Rotational Dynamics 05 07 
2 Mechanical Properties of Fluids 05 07 
3 Kinetic Theory of Gases and Radiation 05 07 
4 Thermodynamics 05 07 
5 Oscillations 04 05 
6 Superposition of Waves 04 06 
7 Wave Optics 05 07 
8 Electrostatics 04 06 
9 Current Electricity 04 06 

10 Magnetic Fields due to Electric Current 04 06 
11 Magnetic Materials 04 05 
12 Electromagnetic Induction 05 07 
13 AC circuits 04 06 
14 Dual Nature of Radiation and Matter 04 05 
15 Structure of Atoms and Nuclei 04 06 
16 Semiconductor Devices 04 05 

Total 70 98 

Percentage wise distribution of marks 
Theory 63% 

Numerical 37% 
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Model Question Paper – 1 
PHYSICS 

Time: 3 Hours  Total Marks: 70 

General instructions: 
i. The question paper is divided into four sections.
ii. Section A: Q.No.1 contains Ten multiple choice type of questions carrying One mark each.

Q. No.2 contains Eight very short answer type of questions carrying One mark each.
iii. Section B: Q.No.3 to Q. No. 14 contains Twelve short answer type of questions carrying

Two marks each. (Attempt any Eight). 
iv. Section C: Q.No.15 to Q. No. 26 contains Twelve short answer type of questions carrying

Three marks each. (Attempt any Eight). 
v. Section D: Q.No.27 to Q. No. 31 contains Five long answer type of questions carrying

Four marks each. (Attempt any Three). 
vi. Use of log table is allowed. Use of calculator is not allowed.
vii. Figures to the right indicate full marks.
viii. For each MCQ, correct answer must be written along with its alphabet.

e.g., (a)...../ (b)..../ (c)..../ (d)..... Only first attempt will be considered for evaluation. 
ix. Physical constants:

a. Latent heat of vaporisation, Lvap = 2256 kJ/kg
b. Acceleration due to gravity, g = 9.8 m/s2

 

Q.1.  Select and write the correct answer: [10] 

i. When the balance point is obtained in the potentiometer, a current is drawn from
(A) both the cells and auxiliary battery
(B) cell only
(C) auxiliary battery only
(D) neither cell nor auxiliary battery

ii. The minimum velocity (in m s1) with which a car driver must traverse a flat curve of radius 150 m
and coefficient of friction 0.6 to avoid skidding is (g = 10 m/s2)
(A) 60 (B) 30 (C) 15 (D) 25

iii. A circular coil of 100 turns with a cross-sectional area (A) of 0.5 m2 is kept with its plane perpendicular
to the magnetic field (B) of 4 T. What is the magnetic flux linkage with the coil?
(A) 400 Wb (B) 100 Wb (C) 50 Wb (D) 200 Wb

iv. In a moving coil galvanometer, we use a radial magnetic field so that the galvanometer scale is
(A) linear (B) algebraic (C) logarithmic (D) exponential

v. The forward voltage drop of an LED is
(A) much larger than the ordinary diode. (B) much less than that of the ordinary diode.
(C) almost 1.5 to 3.5 volts. (D) Both (A) and (C)

vi. If the incident energy is 200 cal, absorptive power is 0.31 and reflection coefficient is 0.41, then the
amount of energy transmitted will be
(A) 48 cal (B) 56 cal (C) 58 cal (D) 54 cal

SECTION A 

 Model Question Paper – 1
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vii. A parallel plate capacitor is charged. If the plates are pulled apart,
(A) the potential difference increases.
(B) the capacitance increases.
(C) the total charge increases.
(D) the charge and the potential difference remain the same. 

viii. In the purely resistive A.C. circuit _______
(A) current leads e.m.f. by a phase angle of  radians.

(B) current leads e.m.f. by a phase angle of
2
 radians.

(C) current and e.m.f. are in phase

(D) current lags behind e.m.f. by a phase angle of
2
 radians.

ix. In the hydrogen atom spectrum, the series which lies in ultraviolet region is
(A) Lyman series (B) Balmer series (C) Paschen series (D) Brackett series

x. The number of photoelectrons emitted _______.
(A) varies inversely with frequency
(B) varies directly with frequency
(C) varies inversely with intensity
(D) varies directly with intensity

Q.2.  Answer the following: [8] 
 
i. What are eddy currents?  
ii. A wave is represented by an equation y = A sin (Bx  Ct). Given that the constants A, B and C are

positive, can you tell in which direction the wave is moving?

iii. The half life of radium is 1600 years. Find the fraction of a sample of radium that would remain
after 6400 years.

iv. What will be the direction of angular displacement and angular velocity, if angular acceleration is
constant and is along the axis of rotation?

v. In a common-base connection, a certain transistor has an emitter current of 11 mA and collector
current of 10.7 mA. Calculate the value of the base current.

vi. Define S.I. unit of magnetic field.

vii. What will happen to the mean square speed of the molecules of a gas if the temperature of the gas
decreases?

viii. Define Potential Gradient.

Q.3. In SI units, the differential equation of an S.H.M. is
2

2

d x
dt

 =  16x. Find its frequency and period. 

Q.4. Explain relation between electric field and electric potential. 
Q.5. State the properties of an ideal fluid. 
Q.6. Calculate molar specific heat of mono-atomic gases at constant volume and constant pressure.        
Q.7. Find the time required for a 25 Hz alternating current to change its value from zero to the r.m.s.

value. 

Q.8. On what factors, does the frequency of a conical pendulum depend? Is it independent of some
factors? 

Attempt Any Eight:  [16] 

SECTION B 
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PHYSICS 

Note: Answer to every section must be written on a new page.

SECTION A 

Q.1. i. (C) auxiliary battery only    [1 Mark] 

ii. (B) 30  [1 Mark] 

iii. (D) 200 Wb      [1 Mark]

Explanation: N = NBA = 100  4  0.5 = 200 Wb

iv. (A) linear   [1 Mark] 

v. (D) Both (A) and (C)   [1 Mark] 

vi. (B) 56 cal   [1 Mark] 
vii. (A) the potential difference increases.   [1 Mark] 

viii. (C) current and e.m.f. are in phase   [1 Mark] 

ix. (A) Lyman series   [1 Mark] 

x. (D) varies directly with intensity   [1 Mark] 

Q.2. i. The circulating currents induced in a metal block, when it is placed or moved in a 
changing magnetic field are called eddy currents.    [1 Mark]  

ii. The wave is moving in the direction of positive X-axis.  [1 Mark] 

iii. The fraction of sample that is left after disintegration is, 

0

N(t)
N

=  
 
 

n1
2

=  
 
 

t
T1

2
=  
 
 

6400
16001

2
=  
 
 

41
2

= 1
16

[1 Mark] 

iv. If the angular acceleration 


α  is constant and is along the axis of rotation, then all  


θ , 


ω  and 


α  will be directed along the same axis.   [1 Mark] 
v. For a common base connection, IE = IB + IC 

  IB = IE  IC = 11  10.7 = 0.3 mA            [1 Mark] 

vi. The SI unit of magnetic field is tesla (T). If the force F is 1 N acting on the charge 
of 1 C moving with a speed of 1 ms1 perpendicular to 



B , then magnetic field is said to 
be 1 tesla.                              [1 Mark] 

vii. The mean square speed of the molecules of the gas is, 2

0

3RTv
M

    2v  T 

 Hence, the mean square speed of molecules of the gas decreases in same proportion 
with the decrease in temperature.            [1 Mark] 

viii. Potential gradient is defined as potential difference per unit length of wire. [1 Mark] 

Model Answer Paper – 1
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SECTION B 
Q.3. Solution: 

 Given: 
2

2
d x
dt  =  16 x

  
2

2
d x
dt

+ 16 x = 0

Comparing with differential equation, 
2

2
d x
dt

+ 2x = 0

  2 = 16 
  = 4 rad/s 

 i. For frequency,

 = 2n

  n = 
2

 = 


4
2

= 2
3.142

= 0.6365 Hz 

 ii. For period,

 = 2
T

   T = 

2  = 2 3.142=

4 2
 = 1.571 s  

   [2 Marks]  

Q.4. i. Consider the electric field produced by a charge +q kept at point O. 

ii. A unit positive charge (+q0) is present in vicinity is moved towards charge +q through 

small distance dx. 
 iii.  As direction of electric field of charge +q is outward, displacement dx is in direction 

opposite to field as shown in figure below. 

iv. As electrostatic force is along 


E , work done is 
  dW = 



F dx  = –Fdx = –Edx 

Negative sign indicates that displacement of charge is in direction opposite to field. 

v. But dW = dV  q0 = dV ….( q0 is a unit charge) 

   Potential difference between M and N, 

dV = –Edx 

    E = dV
dx

Thus the electric field at a point in an electric field is the negative of the potential 

gradient at that point.      [2 Marks] 

+q

O

M N



dx

q0


E
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BOARD QUESTION PAPER : MARCH 2022 
PHYSICS 

Time: 3 Hours       Total Marks: 70 

General instructions: 
The question paper is divided into four sections: 
(1) Section A: Q. No. 1 contains Ten multiple choice type of questions carrying One mark each.

Q. No. 2 contains Eight very short answer type of questions carrying One mark each.
(2) Section B: Q. No. 3 to Q. No. 14 contain Twelve short answer type of questions carrying Two marks each.

(Attempt any Eight). 
(3) Section C: Q. No. 15 to Q. No. 26 contain Twelve short answer type of questions carrying Three marks

each. (Attempt any Eight). 
(4) Section D: Q. No. 27 to Q. No. 31 contain Five long answer type of questions carrying Four marks each.

(Attempt any Three). 
(5) Use of the log table is allowed. Use of calculator is not allowed.
(6) Figures to the right indicate full marks.
(7) For each multiple choice type of question, it is mandatory to write the correct answer along with its

alphabet. e.g., (a)……./(b)……./(c)……./(d)……. No marks(s) shall be given, if ONLY the correct answer or
the alphabet of the correct answer is written. Only the first attempt will be considered for evaluation.

(8) Physical Constants:
(i) mass of electron m = 9.1 × 10–31 kg

(ii) ε0 = 8.85 × 10–12
2

2

C
Nm

(iii) π = 3.142
(iv) charge on electron e = 1.6 × 10–19 C
(v) μ0 = 4π × 10–7 Wb / Am
(vi) h = 6.63 × 10–34 Js
(vii) c = 3 × 108 m/s

 

Q.1. Select and write the correct answers for the following multiple choice type of questions: [10] 

i. The first law of thermodynamics is concerned with the conservation of _______.
(A) momentum (B) energy (C) temperature (D) mass

ii. The average value of alternating current over a full cycle is always _______.
(I0 = Peak valve of current)

(A) zero (B) 0I
2

(C) 0I
2

(D) 2 I0

iii. The angle at which maximum torque is exerted by the external uniform electric field on the electric
dipole is _______.
(A) 0° (B) 30° (C) 45° (D) 90°

iv. The property of light which does not change, when it travels from one medium to another is
_______.
(A) velocity (B) wavelength (C) frequency (D) amplitude

SECTION A 
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v. The root mean square speed of the molecules of a gas is proportional to _______.
(T = Absolute temperature of gas)

(A) T    (B) 1
T

 (C) T (D) 1
T

vi. The unit Wbm–2 is equal to _______.
(A) henry (B) watt
(C) dyne (D) tesla

vii. When the bob performs a vertical circular motion and the string rotates in a vertical plane, the
difference in the tension in the string at horizontal position and uppermost position is _______.
(A) mg (B) 2mg
(C) 3mg (D) 6mg

viii. A liquid rises in glass capillary tube upto a height of 2.5 cm at room temperature. If another glass
capillary tube having radius half that of the earlier tube is immersed in the same liquid, the rise of
liquid in it will be _______.
(A) 1.25 cm (B) 2.5 cm
(C) 5 cm (D) 10 cm

ix. In Young’s double slit experiment the two coherent sources have different amplitudes. If the ratio of
maximum intensity to minimum intensity is 16:1, then the ratio of amplitudes of the two source will
be _______.
(A) 4 : 1 (B) 5 : 3
(C) 1 : 4 (D) 1 : 16

x. The equation of a simple harmonic progressive wave travelling on a string is
y = 8 sin (0.02 x – 4t) cm. The speed of the wave is _______.
(A) 10 cm/s (B) 20 cm/s
(C) 100 cm/s (D) 200 cm/s

Q.2. Answer the following questions:   [8]  
i. Define potential gradient of the potentiometer wire.

ii. State the formula for critical velocity in terms of Reynold’s number for a flow of a fluid.

iii. Is it always necessary to use red light to get photoelectric effect?

iv. Write the Boolean expression for Exclusive – OR (X – OR) gate.

v. Write the differential equation for angular S.H.M.

vi. What is the mathematical formula for third postulate of Bohr’s atomic model?

vii. Two inductor coils with inductance 10 mH and 20 mH are connected in series. What is the resultant
inductance of the combination of the two coils?

viii. Calculate the moment of inertia of a uniform disc of mass 10 kg and radius 60 cm about an axis
perpendicular to its length and passing through its centre.

 

Q.3. Define moment of inertia of a rotating rigid body. State its SI unit and dimensions.

Q.4. What are polar dielectrics and non-polar dielectrics?

Q.5. What is a thermodynamic process? Give any two types of it.

Q.6. Derive an expression for the radius of the nth Bohr orbit of the electron in hydrogen atom.

Attempt any EIGHT questions of the following:             [16] 

SECTION B 
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Q.7. What are harmonics and overtones (Two points)?

Q.8. Distinguish between potentiometer and voltmeter.

Q.9. What are mechanical equilibrium and thermal equilibrium?

Q.10. An electron in an atom is revolving round the nucleus in a circular orbit of radius 5.3 × 10–11 m with a
speed of 3 × 106 m/s. Find the angular momentum of electron. 

Q.11. Plane wavefront of light of wavelength 6000 Å is incident on two slits on a screen perpendicular to
the direction of light rays. If the total separation of 10 bright fringes on a screen 2 m away is 2 cm, 
find the distance between the slits. 

Q.12. Eight droplets of water each of radius 0.2 mm coalesce into a single drop. Find the decrease in the
surface area. 

Q.13. A 0.1 H inductor, a 25 × 10–6 F capacitor and a 15 Ω resistor are connected in series to a 120 V, 50 Hz
AC source. Calculate the resonant frequency. 

Q.14. The difference between the two molar specific heats of a gas is 9000 J/kg K. If the ratio of the two
specific heats is 1.5, calculate the two molar specific heats. 

  

Q.15. With the help of a neat diagram, explain the reflection of light on a plane reflecting surface.

Q.16. What is magnetization, magnetic intensity and magnetic susceptibility?

Q.17. Prove that the frequency of beats is equal to the difference between the frequencies of the two sound
notes giving rise to beats.  

Q.18. Define:
i. Inductive reactance
ii. Capacitive reactance
iii. Impedance

Q.19. Derive an expression for the kinetic energy of a body rotating with a uniform angular speed.

Q.20. Derive an expression for emf (e) generated in a conductor of length (l) moving in uniform magnetic
field (B) with uniform velocity (v) along x-axis. 

Q.21. Derive an expression for terminal velocity of a spherical object falling under gravity through a
viscous medium. 

Q.22. Determine the shortest wavelengths of Balmer and Paschen series. Given the limit for Lyman series
is 912 Å. 

Q.23. Calculate the value of magnetic field at a distance of 3 cm from a very long, straight wire carrying a
current of 6A. 

Q.24. A parallel plate capacitor filled with air has an area of 6 cm2 and plate separation of a 3 mm.
Calculate its capacitance. 

Q.25. An emf of 91 mV is induced in the windings of a coil, when the current in a nearby coil is
increasing at the rate of 1.3 A/s, what is the mutual inductance (M) of the two coils in mH? 

Q.26. Two cells of emf 4 V and 2 V having respective internal resistance of 1 Ω and 2 Ω are connected in
parallel, so as to send current in the same direction through an external resistance of 5 Ω. Find the 
current through the external resistance.  

Attempt any EIGHT questions of the following:          [24] 

SECTION C 
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